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“Here   you   go,   Haw-nah,”   Suzie   said   with   an   audible   wink.   Her   elvin   smile   lit   up   the   diner   
booth   I   had   crammed   myself   into   alongside   my   rain-soaked   gear.   She   delivered   my   regular   
breakfast   order   with:   “I   still   just   can’t   get   over   how   much   you   two   look   alike.”   

Suzie   has   been   calling   me   by   my   mother’s   name--Hannah   (for   phonetic   pronunciation,   
see   above)--for   as   long   as   I   can   remember.   I   can   honestly   say   that   if   it   were   anyone   else   in   
town,   I’d   probably   be   annoyed   by   it   7   times   out   of   10,   but   Suzie   is   a   rare   breed   of   County   diner   
angel--the   kind   of   person   who   can   call   you    Doll    and    Sweetheart    your   first   time   through   the   door   
and   it   only   makes   you   feel   at   home.   I   don’t   totally   understand   how   it’s   possible,   but   I   think   it’s   
because   she   actually   means   it.     

“What’ll   you   be   conquering   today?”   she   asked;   fists   on   aproned   hips.   
“Oh,   you   know--racism,   climate   change,   wealth   disparity--”   
Suzie   laughed   with   such   surprise   that   she   doubled   over   and   cupped   her   mouth   with   her   

hands.   “ God!    You   crack   me   up.”   And   as   she   was   turning   to   make   her   way   back   to   the   kitchen,   
she   tossed   a   sing-songy   tone   over   her   shoulder:   “Jussst   like   your   maaaahhhhmm…”   
  

I   glanced   at   the   sunflower   clock   behind   the   front   counter   as   I   shovelled   the   final   bits   of   
breakfast   into   my   mouth.    Fifteen   minutes   to   get   to   Rushton   for   my   morning   shift .   I   swallowed   the   
last   mouthful   of   my   second   cup   of   chaga   tea   and   savoured   the   nutty,   woody   flavour   with   that   
final   twist   of   maple   syrup,   as   I   thought   about   the   day   ahead.    The   rain   looks   like   it’ll   let   up,   and   so   
it   probably   will.   There   might   be   dishes   in   the   sink--I   should   take   care   of   those   first.   Once   the   
chores   are   done   and   tonight’s   products   are   prepped,   I’ll   ride   Cristal   out   Boundary   Road.   She’s   
been   wanting   a   run.   
  

The   sun   was   well   risen--coral,   orange,   indigo,   gray--as   I   buttoned   my   vest   on   the   way   
down   the   wooden   steps.   The   rain   had   already   diminished   to   a   faint   and   foggy   spritz.   Cristal     was   
waiting   patiently   where   I   had   tied   her.     

“Hiya,   buddy,”   I   cooed   in   her   ear.   “Sun’s   coming   out.   Whaddya   say   we   hit   the   road,   huh?   
Does   that   sound   good?”   
  

We   took   the   meadow   route   and   neither   one   of   us   regretted   it.   Seven   deer,   four   rabbits,   
several   pairs   of   cardinals,   a   kettle   of   turkey   vultures,   and   one   fox.   Sunbeams   forced   their   way   
through   the   haze   and   had   me   blinking   rapidly,   as   if   I   was   trying   to   clear   a   smudge   on   my   lens.   
The   field   was   alive   with   pollinators   getting   high   on   milkweed.   I   felt   like   the   one   human   admitted   
to   a   wild,   raucous   festival   for   bees   and   butterflies   looking   to   get   their   freak   on.     



On   the   other   side   of   the   forest   path,   we   emerged   into   an   equally   bustling   scene   as   we   
re-entered   town.   What   was   a   sleepy,   slow-moving   set   of   streets   when   I   first   arrived   at   Carmen’s   
Diner   was   now   chirping   and   humming   with   neighbourhood   chatter--hammers   and   saws   cut   
through   calls   of   “Beautiful   day,   eh?”   and   “Mornin’!”   that   bounced   between   backyards   as   Cristal   
and   I   trotted   down   Rose   Street.     

The   gate   was   open   when   we   turned   into   Rushton,   which   was   not   altogether   unusual.   
The   goats   and   chickens   would   be   closed   in   the   back   pen   by   now,   and   Charlie   was   probably   right   
at   Zoe’s   heels.   “Ahh,   Rowan’s   here,”   I   said   aloud   to   Cristal,   on   seeing   Rowan’s   horse,   Lou,   tied   
at   the   back   pen.   Sure   enough,   Zoe   and   Rowan   were   having   coffee   and   apples   on   the   porch   as   
we   came   up.   Charlie   was   curled   contendly   between   them.     

“‘Alloh,   guys!”   I   called   while   tying   Cristal   to   the   fence   beside   Lou.     
“Alloh”--”Alloh,   hunnnyyy!”   Rowan   and   Zoe   answered.   “Want   some   coffee?   There’s   more   

in   the   pot.”   
“I’m   good,   thanks.”   I   plunked   myself   in   the   empty   chair   across   from   them   and   cuddled   

my   good-mornings   to   Charlie.   “What’s   up,   guys?”   
“Well,   I’m   glad   you   asked,”   Rowan   said.   She   had   that   particular   glimmer   in   her   eye   that   

probably   meant   she   had   an    Idea    that   had   kept   her   up   all   night   and   she   was   now   ready   to   
delegate   tasks.   “You   know   the   whole   thing   about   the   Market....”   

“ Which    whole   thing   about   the   Market?”   I   asked   more-than-somewhat   facetiously.   It   had   
been   a   “whole   thing”   since   The   Reset.     

“The   whole   thing   about   it   being   too   crowded   and   too   often   rained   out   and   no   one   can   be   
sure   of   their   space   being   consistent   and   so   it’s   all   political   and   nasty   and    ahhllllll    that   stuff,   you   
know?   And   how   much   added   work   it   is   to   bring   everything   down   there   with   people   everywhere   
and   so   you   never   really   get   to   talk   with   anyone….”  

I   looked   at   Zoe   with   a   suspicious   side   eye.     
“This   is   all   her,   dude.”   Zoe   said,   reading   my   expression   and   taking   another   sip   from   her   

scenic   seaside   mug.   “I   had   nothing   to   do   with   this.”   
“And   how,   like,”   Rowan   continued,   “we’re   running   out   of   room.   That’s   supposed   to   be   a   

good    thing!   And   there   is    no    way   we’re   going   to   start   turning   away   vendors.   Okay.   So,   I’m   
thinking--”   She   leaned   forward   in   her   chair   and   stretched   her   arms   toward   me   as   if   offering   a   
precious   gem--”What   if   everyone   just.   stays.   put.”   

“What--like,   trade   from   their   homes?”     
“Yes--exactly!   So   instead   of   having   to   lug   everything   down   there   and   setting   up   the   

Rushton   Homestead   table   and   all   the   gear,   you   could   set   up   right   on   the   front   porch,   or   the   end   
of   the   driveway   or   wherever.   And   then   people   can   walk   the   streets,   do   their   thang...”   

“I   mean,   that   sounds   amazing,”   I   said.   “What   does   Patricia   think?”   
“I   haven’t   told   her   yet--I’m   going   to   come   back   for   lunch.”   
“And   what   about   the   vendors   from   the   Ridges,   or   further   away   from   the   Centre?”   I   asked.     
“I   don’t   know   yet.   But   I’m   going   to   figure   it   out.”   
“Or,   like,   what   if   there’s   no   one   else   trading   on   your   street,   so   you   don’t   get   any   foot   

traffic?”   I   asked.     
“Listen!   I’m   going   to   figure   aaaaall   of   these   things   out.   And   MORE!   But   you   think   it’s   a   

good    Idea --I   can   tell.   You   only   pick   things   apart   when   you’re   really   interested.”   Rowan   laughed   



triumphantly,   downed   the   rest   of   her   mug   and   stood   up   from   her   chair   with   a   clap.   “Excellent.   
Ladies,   thank   you   for   your   ears,   your   coffee,   your   company-- Toodaloo !”   

“Toodles,   Lou!”   Zoe   and   I   responded   in   unison   with   our   regular   farewell   to   those   two.     
“What   a   coupla   firecrackers,”   Zoe   said   as   Rowan   and   Lou   rode   up   the   driveway.     
“I   hope   she   makes   it   happen.”   I   said.     
“Ohhh,   between   Patricia   and   Rowan,   I’ll   be   surprised   if   it’s   not   rolled   out   by   next   week.”   
I   chuckled.   “Yeah,   pretty   true.”   
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I   took   the   front   street   along   the   River   as   I   hooflessly   hoofed   it   home.   Walking   the   River   
Path   always   meant   smiling   and   shouting   hellos   to   just   about   everyone   I’ve   ever   known.     

The   Five   Kings   was   just   opening   its   side   window   for   breakfast   sandwiches,   so   passing   
that   line   was   like   attending   a   town-wide   event.   I   passed   Auntie   M’s   Seasonal   Boots   &   Saddlery,   
Margaret   Anne’s   wool   shop   &   gallery   with   Helen   and   Wilma   knitting   and   chatting   up   a   storm   
inside,   then   the   gym--my   aunt   Nancy   was   leading   her   class   using   wooden,   concrete,   and   
repurposed   items   as   workout   equipment--and   not   too   far   down   the   street,   another   aunt   of   mine,   
Cara,   already   had   the   sidewalks   in   front   of   Trille   Floral   flooded   with   fresh   blooms.     

Between   those   two   shops   it   went:   dried   goods,   recycling   depot,   doctor’s   office,   bike   
repair   shop,   earth   bike   repair   shop   (our   in-Region   electric   dirt   bikes);   hardware   store;   tool   library   
(and   I   could   see   Alistair,   who   was   apprenticing   inside,   and   looked   to   be   planing   a   table   with   
Marais   and   Desi);   my   uncle   Dave’s   music   writing   shop   &   studio   where   my   brother,   Oliver,   had   
apprenticed   and   now   works;   Kin   Care   (Jenessa’s   platform   for   trading   skincare   products   while   
making   sure   none   of   her   neighbours   are   neglecting   to   moisturize.    And   now   that   I   think   of   it,   I’ll   
need   to   come   up   with   a   trade   for   another   few   bars   of   Fundy   Soap   Co.’s   stuff   from   there   soon.   
Mental   note .),   the   potter’s   studio--with   shelves   on   shelves   on   shelves   of   terracotta-coloured   
pots--and   Erica’s   hot   yoga   on   the   second   storey,   then   The   Living   Room--Katie   and   Marissa’s   
bookstore/tattoo   parlour,   the   Courier,   with   Nancy’s   fully   windowed   front   office   so   she   could   
watch   all   the   activity   on   the   front   street   as   she   edited,   the   Peskotomuhkati   River   and   fishing   
resource   lodge,   Claire’s   candle   making   shop,   the   laundromat,   and   Scoops.   I   wondered   if   later   in   
the   afternoon,   the   kids   from   the   Forest   School   would   be   lined   up   to   place   their   ice   cream   orders   
with   the   help   of   Amanda,   Cara,   and   Matt.     



Five   geese   flew   overhead   as   I   passed   the   appliance   repair   shop,   then   sewing   notions,   
then   Ada’s   lively   cafe   with   its   new   bike-powered   arcade   game   outfront.   Then,   the   charging   
station,   and   finally,   Harper’s   Feed   Store,   which   was   always   my   favourite   to   pass--mainly   for   the   
adjacent   field   full   of   gorgeous   and   playful   animals   who   were   no   longer   producing,   or   maybe   
never   could,   and   were   riding   out   their   days   before   The   Ceremony.   Heather   was   waving   to   me   
from   the   top   of   the   field   as   she   bottle-fed   a   sheep   in   her   lap.   
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I   was   well   into   the   field   when   I   saw   Mom   waving   from   the   deck.   I   started   jogging   toward   
her   with   my   head   down   for   a   good   number   of   rows   before   I   looked   up   again,   expecting   to   see   
her   signal   to   slow   down.   But   she   was   already   gone   from   my   view.   Odd.   By   then,   I   could   see   my   
brother   Ari’s   earth   bike   at   the   front   of   the   property,   and   I   put   together   that   this   wasn’t   just   a   
sibling   social   call.   I   was   well   out   of   breath   by   the   time   I   reached   the   deck.   

“There’s   been   an   outbreak   in   St.   John,”   Mom   answered   my   questioning   eyes   before   I   
could   form   the   words.     

I   stopped   in   my   tracks.   The   next   region   over.     
Dad,   who   had   arrived   to   the   news   at   the   same   moment   I   did,   posed   the   crucial   question:   

“Covid   or   climate?”     
Mom   looked   at   Ari,   and   we   followed   her   gaze.     
“Climate.”   Ari   said.     
  


